
 

 

TRENDS IN INNOVATION : CONNECTED BEAUTY 

 

START-UP ZONE | BOOTH ST23 - BeautyMix (France) releases the first connected robot for the 

production of home-made cosmetics 

Winner of the Start In Cosmetic contest, BeautyMix relies on a mobile application, a selection of natural 

cosmetic ingredients, and a robot that prepares the final product. The mobile application helps users 

understand their skin needs, through a beauty assessment performed with expert assistance, and 

choose the right formula for their skin. Once the formula is selected and the natural ingredients have 

been ordered, the robot gets to work. In just ten minutes, the product is ready. BeautyMix can be used 

to make a wide range of beauty products, from moisturising cream to lipstick and shampoo.  

BOOTH J23 - Com Activ (France) designs holographic POS displays 

Com Active offers a selection of highly innovative POS displays featuring holograms. There are already 
over thirty in its catalogue, and customisation is possible.  
 
START-UP ZONE | BOOTH ST30 - DINOV (France), the leading network for cosmetics industry 

influencers  

This network allows brands to gain credibility among opinion leaders and puts them into contact with 

influencers online.  

BOOTH N7 - Imasens (France) and sensorial analysis 

This research institute performs marketing and sensorial studies adapted to each phase of product 

development.  

BOOTH K3 - Emuage from Pôle Cosmétique (France) lets anyone produce fresh cosmetics 

In your home, using water and encapsulated raw materials, the Emuage machine can make a great 

variety of cosmetic products, from skincare to hygienic and haircare products. The fifteen textures, 

twenty fragrances, and twenty active ingredient blends allow you to produce over 100,000 different 

safe, fresh cosmetic products of high dermatologic quality. The capsules used are made of recyclable 

PET plastic, and the containers are reusable.  

START-UP ZONE | BOOTH ST30 - SYHA (France) introduces smart organic cosmetics based on the 

Chinese pharmacopoeia 

SYHA brings you high-quality formulations certified organic, active substances selected using artificial 

intelligence, and ingredients drawn from the Chinese pharmacopoeia. 


